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1. Introduction 
When the sun is strong in summer, pedestrians would prefer to walk on shaded path or use umbrellas to reduce 

thermal discomfort and/or protect the skin from the sun's ultraviolet rays in urban street. On the other hand, 
pedestrians may prefer to walk on sunlit path for thermal comfort in winter. Kántor and Unger (2010) revealed a 
relation between proportion of visitors in the sun in outdoor resting place and thermal index (PET) in Hungary. Lin 
(2009) showed over 70% of questionee visiting a public square in Taiwan chose seeking shade under a tree as an 
adoptive behavior. Although the pedestrian behavior walking on shaded or sunlit path is probably affected by 
outdoor thermal environment, quantitative analysis of thermal condition (e.g. air temperature, solar radiation, wind 
velocity) is not fully conducted. Understanding the quantitative influence of thermal condition can allow planners to 
place a temporary shading devices if needed. This study analyzed influence of outdoor thermal environment on 
shaded or sunlit walking path selection on pedestrian through a whole year. 

2. Method 

2.1 Study area  

This study chose a pedestrian overpass with shading devices as walking path for analysis. The overpass is 
located in the heart of Gifu City, central Japan. In Gifu City in 1981-2010, average air temperature is highest in 
August at 28.0 °C (maximum temperature, 33.0 °C), and average air temperature is lowest in January at 4.4 °C 
(minimum temperature, 0.5 °C). Figure 1 shows the overpass, which lies mostly north-south and joins a rail station 
(Gifu station) concourse at the end of south. The shading devices covers half area of the overpass, thus 
pedestrians can select which walking on shaded path or walking on sunlit path around noon. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Bird's-eye view of study area. 

 

2.2 Observation of pedestrians  

The number of pedestrians on the overpass is based on the photographs shot at 30-second intervals from fixed 
observation point. The number of pedestrians which walking on shaded path or sunlit path was calculated using 
the photographs. Figure 2 shows the fixed observation point. The photographs shot toward the rail station. The 
observations were conducted on a clear day and weekday from 6 June 2013 to 6 June 2014 at intervals of 
approximately 15 days. The time of observation was from 12:30 to 14:00. 
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Fig. 2 Location of observation. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
Figure 3 shows the number of pedestrians walking on the overpass calculated using the photographs during the 

whole observational period. The highest number of pedestrians was 1220 in 31 July 2013 and the lowest number 
was 670, which was about twice the lowest in 27 January 2014. The use of the overpass increased in summer 
months, and decreased in winter months. Density of pedestrian calculated using the photographs did not exceed 
0.1 person per m2 during the observation period. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Number of pedestrians walking on the overpass. 

 
Figure 4 compares the path selection by the pedestrians during the whole observational period. Since there is 

different floor surfacing material: covered with stone and wood as seen in Figure 2, the sunlit path was divided into 
the sunlit path and sunlit path covered with wood (wood deck path). The wood deck path was sunlit at all times 
during the whole observational period. Around 90% of pedestrians selected shaded path from July to September. 
Subsequently, the percentage of shaded path selection was decreased to around 50% by the end of December 
and was increased again from the end of March.  
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Fig. 4 Percentage of each path selection by the pedestrians. 

 
Figure 5 compares the percentage of shaded path selection between male and female. Except for the 

observational period from 21 November 2013 to 18 February 2014, the shaded path selection of female was 
significantly higher than that of male. This analytical result implies females are more sensitive to protect the skin 
from the sun's ultraviolet rays than males except winter months rather than thermal discomfort. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Comparison of shaded path selection between male and female. (** p<0.01, * p<0.05) 

 
Figure 6 shows the percentage of each path selection by the pedestrians in comparison with each path area. 

Each path area was calculated using the photographs and approximated. Since the shaded path area and sunlit 
path area varied somewhat over observational time, the number of pedestrians was divided into first half of the 
observational time (12:30–13:15) and second half of that (13:15-14:00). The percentage of pedestrian selected 
shaded path was significantly higher than that of shaded path area through a whole year both first and second half 
of the observational time (Fig. 6 a, Fig. 6 b). This analytical result indicates pedestrians consciously select shaded 
path through a whole year. Almost all pedestrians probably prefer to walk on shaded pass to reduce thermal 
discomfort and/or protect the skin from the sun's ultraviolet rays from the end of spring till the beginning of autumn 
and some pedestrians select shaded path even in winter. From around the middle of June till the end of 
September, the percentage of pedestrian selected sunlit path was significantly lower than that of sunlit path area, 
and was subsequently significantly higher or insignificant. (Fig. 6 c, Fig. 6 d). In summer months, pedestrians 
consciously avoid sunlit path and select shaded path as mentioned above. Although pedestrians consciously 
select sunlit path on occasion in autumn and winter months, there is no definite cause to walk on sunlit path at this 
time. The percentage of pedestrian selected sunlit path covered with wood (wood deck path) was increased in 
winter months, although was significantly lower than that of sunlit path area through a whole year both first and 
second half of the observational time (Fig. 6 e, Fig. 6 f). Benches and plants on the wood deck as seen in Figure 2 
may interfere with walking on sunlit path covered with wood. 
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Fig. 6 Percentage of each path selection by the pedestrians in comparison with each path area. 

(** p<0.01, * p<0.05) 
 
Figure 7 shows the percentage of pedestrian selected shaded path in relation to air temperature and UTCI 

(Universal Thermal Climate Index) (2012) through a whole year. The observational meteorological data using in 
this study was published by Japan Meteorological Agency, and were measured by Gifu Meteorological Office 
located at 1.2 kilometers to the southeast from the study area. Air temperature and UTCI are strongly and 
positively correlated with the percentage of pedestrian selected shaded path. The determination coefficient of air 
temperature is somewhat higher than that of UTCI. This results shows air temperature is the strong thermal factor 
whether pedestrians walk on shaded path or not on a clear day. The regression line indicates over 80% 
pedestrians walk on shaded path, when air temperature exceeds about 30 °C. In terms of the slope of the 
regression line, per about 10 °C rise in air temperature increases 10% of pedestrians’ selection of shaded path. 
Another thermal factors: humidity, solar radiation and wind velocity are not strongly correlated with the percentage 
of pedestrian selected shaded path. 
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Fig. 7 Percentage of pedestrian selected shaded path in relation to air temperature and UTCI. 

 

4. Conclusion 
This study analyzed influence of outdoor thermal environment on shaded or sunlit walking path selection on 

pedestrian through a whole year. Pedestrians consciously select shaded path through a whole year, and almost all 
pedestrians probably prefer to walk on shaded pass to reduce thermal discomfort and/or protect the skin from the 
sun's ultraviolet rays from the end of spring till the beginning of autumn. Air temperature is the strong thermal 
factor whether pedestrians walk on shaded path or not on a clear day. Over 80% pedestrians walk on shaded path, 
when air temperature exceeds about 30 °C. The shaded path selection of female was significantly higher than that 
of male except winter months, and this implies females are more sensitive to protect the skin from the sun's 
ultraviolet rays than males except winter months rather than thermal discomfort. 
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